“Organizational” Programs
As companies become more connected and diverse, they are also shifting their talent strategies to
appeal to a multi-generational workforce in new ways. Attracting and retaining top talent, building
leadership bench strength and keeping employees engaged are challenges at the forefront of the minds
of most organizations.
Most are also very aware of their leadership gaps. Yet few have the resources to understand what
capabilities are really needed to keep their organization competitive in the years to come, not to
mention how to develop others in those capabilities. From re-engineering performance management to
creating robust on-boarding programs to re-defining what “high potential” really looks like, today’s
companies must focus on their employee brand to stay competitive.
We provide consulting and best practices to organizations looking to improve or re-invent any area of
the employee lifecycle.
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All Company Meetings
Target Audience:

Employees, Teams, Business Groups, Organization

Time Investment:

1–7 hours

Is it time for that all hands meeting? Could you benefit from developing some excitement? Could your
culture use a boost in energy? Career Revolution understands what the changing workforce responds to
and brings education and entertainment to meetings that builds enthusiasm and team collaboration which increases customer loyalty and makes for a profitable business.
We work with your business to understand objectives and meeting goals and create your overall
meeting agenda or add a new element to it. Whether through our skilled facilitators or co-created
programs with professional actors, musicians, artists and comedians, we will find the perfect fit for your
next meeting – guaranteed to evoke engagement and fun!
TRY OUR NEWEST PROGRAM “GUEST OF HONOR” - A FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE LIVE COMEDY
EXPERIENCE WHERE YOUR COMPANY AND COWORKERS BECOME THE STARS OF THEIR VERY OWN
HILARIOUS TALK SHOW.
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